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Abstract:

This study aimed to assess the effectiveness of implemented cybercrime mitigation strategies for commercial banks in Tanzania. Most financial sectors, like banks, are vulnerable to continuous attacks from external and internal cybercriminals such that the majority of banks spend their time updating and maintaining cybercrime mitigation strategies against cyber attacks. Despite the ongoing efforts to prevent cyber attacks the studies and experiences show that such attacks still occur regardless of the strong measures implemented against cyber attacks. It is articulated with different researchers that there is a gap to make a resilient and stronger systems against cybercrimes. This research assessed the effectiveness of cybercrime mitigation strategies by analyzing public awareness, budget allocation, support from management, and availability of skilled personnel. The study used a sample of 885 respondents from five biggest banks in Tanzania. The collected data were analyzed using descriptive statistical methods. The implications emanating from the study were discussed.
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Introduction

The rapid and tremendous growth in science and technology and its application in many ways have triggered the way institutions, especially commercial banks, operate by improving customer service delivery. According to Oluoch (2018), with the use of advanced technology, financial institutions strive to provide their services closer to the customers. The aim is to remove customer-direct contact, which wastes time and it is costly. Many African financial institutions, such as commercial banks, have positively responded to the rapid growth in the use of science and technology through service diversification, including establishing and promoting online services such as the use of mobile phone banking (checking account balance, withdrawing, depositing and requesting mini-bank statements (to mention a few). As expected, cybercriminals are not left behind. Ndulu (2012), the former governor of the central Bank of Tanzania (BOT), stated that the monthly services of sending and receiving money through mobile phones had increased up to Tsh 861.8 billion.

The increase in the volume of sending and receiving money undertaken by mobile phones should be taken into consideration by regulating the law and institutional framework to that effect to protect the banks, network operators, and...
customers against fraud and hackers. As argued by various authors, ICT experts are now worried about the increasing volume of money exchange through mobile transfer, and the platforms should be protected against cybercrimes.

On the other hand, the commercial banks have put mitigation strategies against cybercrimes. Some of these cybercrime mitigation strategies, according to Ubena (2010), included hiring a cybercrimes specialist to manage cyber issues integration of anti cyber security systems in banks’ operation systems. Other strategies include the use of strong antivirus, strong passwords, and having in place risk-free information system management. Undertaking routine systems audits is seen as an important strategy in the management of cybercrimes in many financial institutions to date.

Despite all the cybercrime mitigation strategies in place, practical evidence indicates that cybercrimes are still one of the major threats in commercial banks’ online operations today. According to Shulla (2013), commercial banks' online services are continuously hacked, resulting in many potential customers either churning from one bank to another or deregistering with online services in search of more secure financial services.

The sustenance of cybercrimes in many commercial banks in Africa, despite all the efforts in place promoted, prompted the researcher to focus the study on the assessment of the effectiveness of the implementation of cybercrimes mitigation strategies in some selected commercial banks in Tanzania.

**Literature Review**

This segment debates the review of literature focused on cybercrimes that occurred in financial institutions. The literature review provides an understanding of previous work done by other researchers published and reviewed in various journals, books, and reports. Cybercrime activities have been tremendously hindering online bank services with sophisticated attacks organized by professional hackers. Cyberwarfare has been causing huge chaos in the financial sector, such as data breaches, identity theft, and other white-collar crimes, resulting in huge losses to the banking industry. Due to the internet infrastructure growth, many companies and financial sectors prefer to use it for efficiency in providing services to their stakeholder, hence attracting cybercriminals to conduct illicit acts. Therefore, there must be cyber mitigation strategies be in place in case any attacks likely to happen.

**Authentication Mechanism in Banking Environment**

According to Council (2005), the Financial institution should use certain guidance when evaluating and implementing authentication systems. The single-factor authentication method has been considered a weak authentication, which results in account fraud and identity theft (e.g., ID/password) due to authentication exploitation. Therefore, any banking product and service required to use an authentication system should be assessed to identify the types and level of risk associated with their Internet banking application and should consider using multi-factor authentication in a situation where a high-risk transaction is involved. Another study conducted in UK banks suggested that two factors are the best mechanisms in combating password breaches and guessing attacks against remote access to financial services. In order for the factor mechanism to work the best, the researchers (Krol, 2015) suggested that to design the best multi-factor authentication system; one should reduce steps in authentications and remove unnecessary features that do not reflect security concerns.

**Mobile Malware**

The mobile device is used frequently in surfing the internet, doing shopping online, and conducting transactions online; however, the smartphone has become an easy link to cybercriminals by trying to deceive users into subscribing, registering, or installing fake mobile applications. As stated by Qamar et al. (2019), the popularity of Android OS is not only attracting users but also becoming a vital target for malware coders (Leopando & Zeus, 2010).
because the security structure of Android is weak and many malware threats can be installed such as worm, backdoor, viruses, and Trojan. Many banks have been a victim of mobile malware attacks, especially banks that use Android OS to deploy applications; hence, the researcher suggested specific tools to detect malware, analyze applications at runtime, and apply hybrid analysis tools. Other authors, such as Shahriar (2015), discuss various phishing attacks using mobile devices and propose countermeasures such as content-based filtering, which is based on a set of rules for identifying benign and suspected phishing contents, black-listing, and white-listing. The authors still focus on user awareness of cyberattacks as a big problem, overwhelmingly among many financial institutions. Furthermore, another article by Wazid (2019) proposed mitigation for mobile banking threats by developing an awareness program that will educate banking clients and employees about various threats, installation of antivirus software, and use of strong authentication schemes, but the researcher shows the limitation of those solution like awareness program has to based not only on online/banking user but also for online/offline mode, still need strong mechanism in authenticating services and last is bank infrastructure should not be much affected by unknown anomalies such as zero-day attack. Most researchers argue that the most effective way to mitigate such attacks from ransomware or malware depends on user awareness (Nadir et al., 2018) and finance institutions to have a response unit dealing with cyber threats when they arise, and law enforcement agencies should make a platform to aid users in strength their knowledge about ransomware.

Social Engineering

This is the most dangerous attack up to date; it involves psychological manipulation of the banking customer and employee since the attacker uses human behavior to collect vital information like the security policies of a bank. Research by Airehrour (2018) conducted in the New Zealand bank sector found that 64% needed to learn, and 40% knew and expressed the issue due to a lack of good secure cyber policies. The study proposes a few solutions, such as limiting the information made available to the public, for instance, in social media, improving banking policies and practices, conducting awareness among customers against social engineering attacks, implementing a tool to detect phishing attacks, and last to improve network security, for instance, use of antivirus, data protection software, content filtering, and network monitoring tools. However, the study presented that limitations are hindering the success of preventing cyber-attacks. For example, public awareness, technical policies, and authors' suggestions are still based on education and training concerning cybercrime threats.

Information Sharing in Cyber Attack Mitigation

The investigation by Johnson (2016) reported that the best way to combat cyber-attacks is through collaboration between government organs and financial institutions on sharing information of cyber threat intelligence data better to comprehend the developing nature of complex security risk. By doing so, cyber intelligence analytics could aid both parties in detecting, mitigating, and responding to any threat. The authors suggested that in this modern cyberwarfare, the finance institution should focus more on the data and less on network security, and sharing of information is essential for both private and public sectors so as to analyze threat trends and data in a comprehensive cyber threat information database. Also, another researcher (He, 2018) reported the same thing about the importance of information sharing on cybersecurity issues among organizations, which can help to monitor and improve understanding of security problems. Even in another survey paper (Pala, 2019) explained the importance of coordination and support to help reinforce cyberattack mitigation.

Cybercrime Awareness

A study by Catota (2018) exposed the challenges that existed in dealing with cyber-attacks in the financial sector in the Ecuador zone, where it shows most banks need more user awareness,
scarcity of financial and technical resources to combat the threats, and the weakness of legal frameworks. Therefore, in their study, authors suggested strong implementations of incident response strategies and established information sharing of cyber incidents. A study conducted by Malik et al. (2019) that was based on a Pakistan bank indicated that lack of security awareness imposes a great hindrance toward mitigating cybercrime threats in banks. The study made suggestions to train employees about threats on cybercrimes and educate customers concerning cyber threats in their services via real examples and real case studies. Also, a study by Tariq et al. (2013) showed that a lack of strong cyber laws and a central body to generate a response to cyber threats imposed challenges to mitigate cybercrime; therefore, most suggestions due to government inadequate and limited scope and resources they should form a framework which will aid them to strengthen law and incident response in cybercrime space. A study conducted in Vietnam by Tam et al. (2020) also shows that more than 50% of bank customers need a clearer understanding of knowledge or measures on how to prevent cybercrime. Commercial banks faced cybercrimes due to poor management, human capacity, support environment, and legal framework. In their suggestions to overcome, they proposed that banks secure their software, frequently check technical gaps and cybercrime activities, policymakers should adjust more rules and regulations in handling cybercrimes in banking sectors, and for banking technology ecosystem infrastructure should conduct training, share information and use high-quality technologies and for customers, banks should improve the knowledge and skills for their stakeholders to understand the services and use of a strong password. Moreover, another investigation by Alghazo et al. (2017) analyzed the use of Internet Banking services and investigated the perception of users and banks. The preliminary investigation was to find out the user knowledge of cyber security and common awareness of threats in Internet banks.

Cyberattack in Africa Atmosphere

As African countries are in a rush to the digital era of technology, it is a good idea to catch up and use sophisticated technology in diversity operations; however, on the other hand, it leads to exposure to cyber-attacks, which brings damage to social and politics (Yusuf, 2020). Reports (Chapman, 2018) have been published and exposed damages and concerns about Africa toward cybercrime mitigations. Kshetri and Nir (2019) listed the impact of cybercrimes, such as in bank sectors that lost huge amounts of money in cybercrimes. The causes are the usage of pirated software, poor allocation of cybersecurity budgets, the majority of users needing to be more experienced with usage of the internet services, and the language barrier because most of cybersecurity products guidance is in the English language. Finally, weak legislation and law enforcement in the bank sector need to be laxer of proper cybersecurity practices, which impose high risk from threats like hacking, insider attackers, and employees with poor intellect of security. The security measures for business and clients was to create a cyber awareness program, train employee, hire professionals, and, as an organization, invest much in cybersecurity technologies for policymakers to focus on increasing awareness of cybersecurity practices and strengthen capabilities in this area. In the study done by (Mbelli et al.,2016) concerning cyber security in South African banks, they discovered that most attacks are phishing attacks, which are identified as phishing scams and malware. The measurement proposed was to strengthen legislation and standards in cybercrime, and special organs in government should invest in this sector. They should increase awareness and education in financial institutions as well as hire experts in cybersecurity with well-structured incident response management in the organization. In another investigation by Sutherland (2017), cybersecurity was focused on government delays due to the national cybersecurity policy framework being complex, hence causing delays in implementations. A lack of priority given to cybersecurity caused even other private financial sectors to not comply with the framework. Another investigation done in a Nigeria bank by Wang et al. (2020) showed
the existence of cyberattacks such as viruses, worms and phishing attacks. The researchers commented on the insignificance of investing in advanced technologies in the banks, which caused frequent attacks due to hackers using sophisticated hacking tools to conduct big attacks and needing a strong incident response team in cyber breaches after the incident has been detected.

Moreover, insufficient management support and training, as well as the presence of ineffective and compliance structure of legislation against cybercrime, are the reasons cyberattacks remain dominant. Furthermore, in another survey done in Zimbabwe, 22 selected banks concerning cyber fraud issues found that it is indeed a phenomenon. Challenges were spotted, such as inadequate advanced technology that can be used to detect cyber threats, poor cyber law, and lack of knowledge, awareness, and education regarding cyber cyberattacks. Therefore, the solution was to involve all stakeholders in discussing and implementing the measures against the cyber-attacks reported by Dzomira, and Shewangu (2014), with the increase of interconnected devices and many companies using technology for their services, they are exposed to cyber threats. Therefore, Africa should come up with a cybersecurity resilience plan by Tambo et al. (2017) there should be strong decision-making platforms and frameworks in which all stakeholders will participate and build a reliable cyber security environment for allowing them to share cyber-attack data, research, and agenda in promoting the effectiveness solution, monitoring and best practices regarding cyber cyberattacks. Therefore, Africa must form this program with an effective response to cyberattacks, aiming to address high-priority vulnerabilities while establishing implementations and education. In achieving this, private and public partnerships are vital for this program to be effective through sharing expertise and information (Dalton et al., 2017).

Cybercrime Ambience in Tanzania

One of the cybercrime reports published in 2010 by Ulanga (2010) showed how the legal framework of Tanzania fails to address certain issues concerning cybercrime warfare, such as the correct use and protection of users for cybercrime activities, for example, lack of suitable legislation for electronic transactions. Therefore, Tanzania has to strengthen the cyber law acts for the benefit of the country and its people. Another cybercrime analysis done by Serianu (2016) illustrated the cyber intelligence report of Tanzania that the majority of malicious activity observed came from spam email, dictionary attacks (attacks focus on password guess), Port 80, routers (MikroTik, Dlink) and web server attack especially Microsoft IIS and they went further and elaborated risk faced in finance sector such as E-commerce fraud, social engineering fraud, ATM card skimming, and spam mails all targeted in finance sectors. The survey proved to be the gap in the legal framework, lack of collaboration between the private and government sectors, Education awareness, certificated security personnel, and lack of a central organ of cybersecurity intelligence database that will act as a meeting up point of all organization to share their tactics, stay up to date with trend cybersecurity threats and technology. Even another research done by (Initiatives(IFM)) raised the same issues concerning security threats in ATM and mobile banking, mobile applications, legal framework, and cybersecurity incidence response teams and proposed solutions towards combating the threats in cyberspace, such as promoting research in cybersecurity areas.

The Conceptual framework

The theoretical reviews done above have provided an understanding of the effectiveness of cybercrime mitigation strategies done by other researchers published and reviewed in various journals, books, and reports. It is articulated by different researchers that there is a gap in achieving effective mitigation of cybercrime due to improper strategies in preventive techniques, capacity building, collaborations, and failure to recognize internal cybercrime response units in the organization structure. Furthermore, the researchers assessed
the effectiveness of cybercrime mitigation strategies by analyzing language barriers, public awareness, budget allocation, support from management and the public sector (law enforcement), and availability of resources (skilled personnel).

![Figure 1. Conceptualized Cybercrime Mitigation Strategies](source)

**Materials and Methods**

**Research Design and Approach**

A research design is a framework of research methods and techniques showing how the problem under investigation will be solved. In this case, the cross-sectional research design was adopted in the study since it uses survey techniques to gather data, which is costless and time-manageable. This study adopted a cross-sectional survey across the Tanzania commercial banks, and the data collected will be used for further investigation to align with the objective of the study. In the study, the researcher will obtain data from 5 banks, and the questionnaire will be distributed to the bank’s IT, legal, and HR departments and to customers and bank branch managers.

**The Study Area**

The study targeted five (5) commercial banks in Tanzania as its main case study.

**Target Population**

The population of the study is the entire group of individual subjects with a common characteristic that is the interest of a researcher. The study targeted the five commercial banks in Tanzania as its main case study. This purposive population selection technique was selected since the study was more interested in extreme cases of banks that are prone to cybercrimes and have many customers subscribed to online bank services. The 5 banks were CRDB, NMB, SCB, NBC and Stanbic bank. The respondents of this study were bank employees and customers.

**Sampling Procedures and Sample Size**

A sample is a sub-group deducted from the population. This sub-group will represent the whole population with the relevant characteristics. Each member in the sample is referred to as a respondent or subject. Therefore, in this study, 885 participants were selected randomly to respond to the questionnaire. The study used a purposive sampling method in selecting the respondents in each participant’s banks. The respondents were bank IT specialists, HR, Bank branch managers, Legal officers, and customers. The study focused on five commercial banks in Tanzania.
A total of 195 sample sizes of bank staff will be examined in the study. Moreover, the sample size was calculated using the Raosoft Sample Size calculator (calculator, n.d.) using a 90% confidence level.

About 690 customers will be investigated in the study. The sample size was calculated using the Raosoft Sample size calculator using a 90% confidence level.

**Data Sources and Collection Instruments**

The study employed primary and secondary data. The primary data collection used in this study was the questionnaire. This was used for the intention of collecting primary quantitative data. The questionnaire comprised a structured questionnaire molded from the research questions and was distributed to the respondents via email and social media. The sections were organized according to the research objectives. The secondary data was obtained through magazines, newspapers, articles, books, and high-ranked journals.

**Data Analysis**

The finalized questionnaire was edited to check the completeness and consistency, then followed the data coding, which allowed the responses to be classified into various meaningful categories. The data collected was quantitative, and it was evaluated by using descriptive analysis methods. Moreover, with that data, further analysis was completed using MS Excel to generate reports. The researcher then presented the analyzed data in tables and figures.

**Validity and Reliability**

The study of this research has been subjected to validity and reliability by conducting in-depth meetings and mock sessions with professionals who are currently working in a Tanzania bank and researchers who possess in-depth experience and knowledge of the cyber city domain. The responses and contributions have helped to refine the questionnaires and structure in order to meet the research objectives. Hence, this research proved to be valid and reliable. The validity was measured based on opinions from the experts (researchers and lecturers).

**Results**

In this study, a total of 821 responses were received from the five commercial banks that were under investigation, with a response rate of 92.8%. According to Mugenda & Mugenda (2000), a response rate above 50% is a good fit for the study. Therefore, with confidence, this study achieved the validity and reliability of the data collected.

**Response Rate**

This study aimed to get 885 participants; however, 821 participants responded. 61% came from customers (504 customers), 5% from IT security (41 ICT staff), 5% from Legal Officers (37), followed by 26% from branch managers (214) and 3% from Human resources (25). The distribution of respondents per type is shown in Figure 2.

**Implemented Cybercrime Mitigation Strategies**

According to the study findings as shown in Figure 3, the study showed that majority of the IT Practitioners i.e. (39%) deployed malware prevention strategies, followed by 34% who used recovery and system availability, and finally by 27% who adopted access restriction strategies. The researcher attempted to highlight the mitigation strategies used by IT security experts to prevent cyberattacks, and by knowing the strategies used, it is easy to derive what types of attacks occurred. These study findings that the common mitigation strategy used was malware since commercial banks are being affected with different advanced malware with the aim to gain access to the bank’s IT infrastructure followed by recovery and system availability.
Participated Banks

From this study, the targeted banks were five, which are NMB, CRDB, NBC, STANBIC, and Standard Chartered Bank. The reasons for selecting these banks were the number of customers, popularity, and the online bank they offered, which attracted black hackers to attempt to do malicious activity. The distribution of the respondents per bank is as shown in Figure 6.

Cyber Crime Familiarity

According to study findings in Figure 8, the majority, 38%, lack knowledge about cybercrime, and very minor, about 33%, claimed to know much about cybercrime. The researcher tried to highlight that public knowledge of cybercrime can impact the effectiveness of cybercrime mitigation strategies simply if the mass does not know about cyberwarfare; hence, any strategies implemented would not yield positive results. Therefore, this study wanted to know how familiar they are concerned with the matter of cybercrime.
Response to Effectiveness of Cybercrime Mitigation Strategies

According to study findings in the below figure, 47% of participants responded that the strength of cybercrime mitigation strategies was good, and the remaining 30% claimed to be excellent and 23% bad. The researcher focused on bank employees' and customers' views on how cybercrime mitigation techniques are performed toward mitigating cyberattacks. As the figure shows, there is a gap in achieving excellent mitigation strategies.

Other Opinions Limiting the Effectiveness of Cybercrime Mitigation Strategies

Furthermore, the study was carried out to collect opinions on how to make sure the implementation of cybercrime mitigation strategies is effectively performed and maintained. The findings were that 36% of respondents' opinion was to emphasize training and to provide awareness programs that focused on cyberspace, and 26% insisted on cultivating skilled professional employees who are well-specialized in the cybersecurity world.

15% of respondents suggested there should be management that supports and is willing to invest time and cost in cybercrime warfare—followed by 15% and 9%, whose opinions were based on increased budget and receiving support from law enforcement organs. The study validated that there is room to achieve effectiveness in implementing cybercrime mitigation strategies.
Challenges Limiting the Effectiveness of Cybercrime Mitigation Strategies

The study was carried out to evaluate the challenges that hindered the effectiveness of the implemented cybercrime mitigation strategies. The findings were 36% of respondents their opinion weight on cost, 28% of respondents claimed that it be the lack of internal support (management support), and 27% of respondents agreed to the medium extent that unavailable resources such as advanced technology and skilled personnel caused mitigation strategies not to be effective. Finally, the remaining percent of respondents agreed on the lack of strong law enforcement.
Discussion

The study established that public awareness of cybercrime proved to be the major issue when it comes to cybercrime mitigation strategies' effectiveness. To have a well-planned awareness program for the masses is very important; if any mitigation strategies are implemented, and the majority are well informed about them, then those strategies produce the best result. As observed in the findings, the majority of the respondents have little knowledge about cybercrime, and this implies that some banks under study need to use a different method to spread awareness about cybercrime while others do well.

As shown in the findings, there is a big gap between banks when it comes to knowing, measuring, and applying the right mitigation strategies in order to produce good results.

Furthermore, the most common opinions deduced from the study, the most three common, were training and awareness, strong support from management, and skilled personnel. Moreover, the least ones were support from law enforcement organs and enough allocated budget.

The study established that public awareness of cybercrime proved to be the major issue when it comes to cybercrime mitigation strategies' effectiveness. To have a well-planned awareness program for the masses is very important; if any mitigation strategies are implemented, and the majority are well informed about them, then those strategies produce the best result. As observed in the findings, the majority of the respondents have little knowledge about cybercrime, and this implies that some banks under study need to use a different method to spread awareness about cybercrime while others do well.

As shown in the findings, there is a big gap between banks when it comes to knowing, measuring, and applying the right mitigation strategies in order to produce good results.

Furthermore, the most common opinions deduced from the study, the most three common, were training and awareness, strong support from management, and skilled personnel. Moreover, the least ones were support from law enforcement organs and enough allocated budget.

Conclusion

The study revealed that capacity-building techniques (public awareness), support from management, law enforcement, budget and resources (technology, skilled personnel) can have an impact on cybercrime mitigation strategies to be effective. Applying the above
variables could have a great positive effect on any implementation of cybercrime mitigation strategies to be effective in banks. On the other hand, if not applied, it can cause a negative impact that can make any implemented cybercrime mitigation strategies not perform at their best. Therefore, this study sought to assess the effectiveness of implemented cybercrime mitigation strategies in Tanzania commercial banks. The study analyzed and observed that the variables mentioned above, such as public awareness, budget, resources, management, and law enforcement support, influence improving the performance of implemented cybercrime mitigation strategies and increasing satisfaction toward the shareholders of the banks.
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